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No 93 March 
Autumn 2013      

Price $5.00  Happy Birthday to us. We turn 30 this year. 
Unfortunately the founding meeting was not photographed, or 
maybe it’s fortunate, as the photos would show how we, the 
founders, have worn and aged while the club has prospered 
and grown.  

During the fifties and early sixties these types of displays were common to promote 
and encouraged club membership. Where was  OHS I hear you say?  
The Munich and German old timer organisation relived these outstanding performances 
in 1981 at the Freunder show, using early 1948 and onward scooters. 

The so-called Zignummer Schwierigkeit is for the scooters to remain in line. 
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'New to the group and renewals' 
Kevin Sheehan of Petersham, Sydney. After a long absence a warm welcome back with his 
two Messerschmitts. We hope to see him and the car or cars attending some of our events. 
 
Cosmo Azzollini of Kensington Sydney has joined and is the proud owner of a Lambretta 
which was previously owned by Andy Jackson  

CClub Preamble 
Club is 30 years young next month 
We will celebrate this achievement with a 
special edition that is currently under con-
struction. Contributions from members past 
and present reliving the past are very wel-
come ( and necessary)  

Fred’s Ramblings. 
 
Some of you will remember (not many I guess) others know I was one of the founder mem-
bers of this club thirty years ago, 13th April 1983. In this time I have fulfilled many roles and 
activities.  
Amongst some achievements instigated was the club’s name and character changes that have 
helped make us into the viable club it now is. More of this will be made evident shortly with 
the birthday information bulletin that is being planned by John Renshaw and Allen Wall. 
Due to lack of time and the need to do things for myself I have for some time been trying to 
bow out from the rigours of producing the magazine. This task has now been handed over to 
Julie and Allen with help from John Renshaw and some input from yours truly. This will 
take pressure off me to continue improving my house, that has been neglected for many 
years and hopefully get some started restoration work on my micro cars finished. According 
to the results of the Bruce Weiner auction, this past weekend 16-17th February, I should be 
sitting on a fortune???? 
This brings me to another point, Friends! 
You need six. Count them: six. Each must serve a different purpose! 
Together they should meet all friendship needs; I read it online last week so it must be true. 
I’m not sure who came up with the magic number six, possibly the producer of the television 
show Friends? 
Apparently friends are just like cars and food groups. You need a variety to stay healthy. 
So here they are. The Six Foods, Cars and Mates you need  
1 Mangos, - The one that gives the most satisfaction, - That is Cooler than you or your im-
age. 
2 Baked Beans, - Runs on the smell of an oily rag and boosts your ego. - Is up for anything 
3 Nuts, - The quirky one, - What you aspire to be. 
4 Chocolate, - Comfort comes first, - Happy to share space and time with you.  
5 Full grain bread, - Always starts and stands by you in time of need, - Painfully honest.   
6 Dragon fruit, - innovative and unusual, - Ones you have known longer than you’ve known 
your-self. 
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Ric Fantuzzi busy securing anything loose on the series one  Lambretta 
combination. Fred and Phil’s Kr 200s ahead of Tim Dalton in the Mazda 
360 (just visible), With the Billiards Goggo Carryall ready to give hot 
pursuit.  

ROLL UP ROLL UP 

ITS EASTERN CREEK TIME AGAIN 

 SO GET IN EARLY AND BOOK NOW 

If you want to view Eastern Creek (sorry Sydney Motorsport Park) from 
this angle, better get your request in now for a ticket to the Shannons Syd-
ney Motorsport Park Classic. 
I intend on only ordering enough tickets this year as I had quite a few left 
over last year. 
The fee has gone up by $3.00 so it’s $15 this year. 
Mark this in your calendar it’s on Sunday the 18th of August , those who 
travelled the now extended circuit last year, loved it , so don’t miss out. 
It`s also 50 years of the CVVTMC (CMC) this year so it’s probably going 
to be a bit special. 
 
Contact Al or John at a meeting or by email and we’ll put your name down.  
We especially want to see fifty year old vehicles this year 
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NOSTALGIA ....... European Micros    
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Past Events   
Australia Day 2013 CARnivale  

I was quite looking forward to the Australia Day Event this year and was pleased it turned out 
to be a beautiful day. Driving my Honda is always a pleasure to me but since I recently rebuilt 
the engine it has been even more pleasurable as anyone who has turned a spanner on their car 
and made an improvement will attest to.  Arriving  at the Domain Car park at the stated arrival 
time of 6:40am was achieved and I found a little Daihatsu 360 was already there.   
 
However , it wasn’t long before we had 9 Microcars all lined, up ready to go!   
It was a quick convoy to our park up area as we were all too busy gasbagging and somehow 
missed the call to proceed. We took our usual spot next to St Mary’s Cathedral and relaxed.  It 
was quite immediate that this one was different to other years as there were fewer cars, maybe 
a third fewer, but it appeared to be more selective and there were many more “exotic’s”, Nice! 
It was good to see one of our members entered into the concourse event, Boon Lim in his very 
nice Lloyd Hartnett.  John was entered into the themed event with his wind-up powered NSU 
Prinz. 
 
I found it very humid during a walk around inspection with Ric of all the vehicles on display.  
Ric had his Fiat 500 next to my Honda and we noticed how similar the red was on our cars.  
We picked the colour because we liked the brightness of it.  The period red was just too 
orangy. After this it was nice to sit back and enjoy the scenery in the shade and I cracked open 
a beer with Al,, Cheers!  
 
I thought the Concourse d’Elegance event was a nice touch and spent some time watching the 
owners of the cars drive them to the showing area and then have to say a few words about 
their cars and how they acquired them.  Some interesting stories ensued about finding it at the 
back of a garden or in a thicket bush.  The Ferrari F40 driver enjoyed revving his engine a lot 
and trying to show how fast it was.  He shouldn’t have worried though as it looked fast while 
it was parked! As the day progressed more and more people arrived and I was happy to join 
Keith and Allen Wall for a break for lunch at the Club.  We enjoyed the aircon and the food 
and of course another beer.  The last hour dragged on as we waited for the call to “start your 
engines”.  This came 
prematurely as it turned 
out so some of us became 
stuck in the middle of the 
road for the next half an 
hour until 4:30 when we 
were allowed to leave.   
 
 Scott Stevenson  
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This might be a record attendance at an 
event for MCSC members ( despite the 
weather forecast being a bit ordinary). 
Around 14 vehicles in total. After run-
ning the Sydney Motorfest for over 25 
years (with great success) the NRMA has 
in 2013, turned its focus to another major 
event that it will sponsor in Canberra.  
 
Fortunately the Australia Day Committee was able to have the ‘Supercar d'Elegance’ event 
organisation step in and support a similar replacement event. In doing so, they have worked 
with David Berthon to introduce three new features, those being a display of Super Cars in 
Queens Square, a Concours d'Elegance for the ‘Best of the Best’ from participating Car 
Clubs, and a Concours d'Elegance Prestige Oblige, which looks for cars with a theme related 
to the vehicle. Both these latter two were judged in the Cathedral Square precinct on the day. 
Of the 750 cars attending the CARnivale, there were 14 entered in the Concours d'Elegance 
and 10 in the Prestige Oblige. Of these 24, MCSC members entered 4 vehicles, although 2 of 
the vehicles were non Micros. Many of our fellow competitors drove entries valued at more 
than $1M, but that did not deter us. 
 
Boon Lim's pristine Lloyd looked quite at home amongst the winning Ferrari, E Type and 
‘27 Roller, and in the Oblige, Bill Buckle scored an honourable mention after appearing in 
full racing gear behind the wheel of his immaculate and recently restored Buckle Special. 
This is a car he originally owned, had not seen for many decades, repurchased recently and 
gave it a full restoration. Ace Mowtell was to have shown his Isetta, but as it ‘failed to pro-
ceed' on the day, he hastily replaced it with his rather nice Fiat 500. To make up the 4th entry, 
I converted my NSU Prinz to clockwork with the addition of a large key protruding from the 
engine. 
 
Back in College St, outside St Mary’s Cathedral, the MCSC contingent lined up and pre-
pared for the onslaught of admirers and their cameras. Our team consisted of Tim Dalton 
(Mazda 360), Keith Wall ( Lloyd  Alexander), Scott Stevenson ( Honda S800), Ric Fantuzzi 
and family (Fiat 500), Greg Firth (Daihatsu 360), Don Mould (Goggo Dart), Bob Billiards 
( Goggo Carryall), Fred Diwell (Messerschmitt KR200), Cathy Billiards (Goggo Dart), Colin 
McFarland ( Lambretta GP 200), and Allen Wall (Lambretta Centro). 
 
Close by in Hyde Park, there were a number of activities ( food, drink, animal farm, staged 
entertainment, etc). Many of the historic buildings in College and Macquarie streets includ-
ing the mint, state parliament house etc held open house. A stone’s throw away were the 
Botanical Gardens and Sydney Harbour with their own unique attractions. So much to do 
and so little time, and this did not include talking to the interested public. Weather was just 
great, and another happy outing for our small machines.   John Renshaw 

Australia Day 2013 CARnivale Cont. 
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 Australia’s newest car   
 
New from GMH  The 2011 Gillard-
Goose                              
(available only in Australia) 
This car runs on hot air, taxes and more 
taxes, Garbage and broken promises. 
It has left-hand drive and three wheels that 
speed the vehicle through tight right turns. 
It comes complete with two Teleprompters, 
programmed to help 
the occupants talk their way out of any in-
fringements. 
       Peel Trident replica  
Comes in S, M, L, XL and 2XL 
It won't get you to work, but hey, there soon won't be any jobs anyway. 
Available shortly will be a second model known as the SWAN. However, economy trials 
indicate that it uses far too much fuel.   

Post war  
 
Three Wheelers 
Economic necessity once more 
brought out a rash of microcars 
after WWII. Michael Worthing-
ton-Williams takes a trip round 
the world to review the local 
offerings. 
 

 German inventors produced all kinds , miniatures with four wheels and three, but 
most buyers obstinately preferred a second hand Volkswagen if they could not afford a new 
one and the casualties were heavy. Maico, Zundapp, Heinkel, Kleinschnittger, Fulda . . .  
Where are they now? 
 
 France had its Rovin, Galy, Velam and many more, but they too disappeared. 
 
 In England Unicar, Frisky, and AC Petite have ceased production and efforts to 
launch Garman designs on the British market have not tapped any new mass demand. 
The hard fact is that production of a commercially successful baby car demands very high 
grade engineering to eliminate weight, cost and complication without destroying the appeal 
of the product, and it is a very large investment in plant to allow economical large-scale 
production. If these conditions are not met, you risk having a noisy, troublesome job with a 
short life and a low second hand value. 
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A MOTORING LIFE  

Sept  2012 edition of Australian Classic Car magazine  
 
THE DAY I SANK A VOLKSWAGEN  
When is an amphibious car not an amphibious car? In 1966, Pedr found out the an-
swer to this riddle… the hard way 
 
One day in 1961 a call came from Lanock Motors, then the NSW distributor for 
Volkswagens, asking me to photograph a VW Beetle that someone had converted 
into an amphibious car by driving a propeller from the rear-mounted engine. 
Lanocks wanted a picture of it making its way through the swell on Sydney Har-
bour, proving that the Beetle’s door seals could keep out sea water as well as 
draughts. The ‘Boatswagen’ idea received quite a bit of publicity and, after it caught 
on, a few races for converted Beetle sedans were held in NSW and other states.  
 
Soon afterwards I had the pleasure of 'driving' a production amphibian on Sydney 
Harbour. This was the German-made Amphicar and, although production continued 
for several years, the company ultimately collapsed and, like its predecessors, the 
Amphicar company joined the automotive junk yard at the bottom of the harbour.  
 
Even so, the purpose-built Amphicar attracted a great deal of interest at the time and 
several dozens were sold here. It was powered by a Triumph Herald engine and 
could plug along at 8 km/h in water or somewhat more quickly on bitumen. Unsur-
prisingly, the concept made neither a good car, nor a satisfactory boat. I learned that 
over 50 different amphibians have been floated on world markets since a Danish 
engineer named Magrelen launched one in 1899.  
 
Yet, despite the 100 per cent failure rate, optimists continued to believe a worth-
while market existed for amphibious cars, saying they would be of great help in 
some emergencies as well as making great leisure vehicles.  
 
Even Renault and other major car companies have put a toe in the water. In the 
1980s, Mitsubishi let me loose on Botany Bay, NSW, in a prototype amphibious 
Pajero 4WD. Called El Lago, it was a far more attractive proposition than the Am-
phicar in that it could climb up and down muddy river banks and travel fairly rapid-
ly on still water. Its water-jet propulsion system provided both the momentum and 
steering action when floating and it could hit 10 knots on water and 135 km/h on 
bitumen roads. Though an impressive design, El Lago never saw production be-
cause, I suspect, it ran into the same technical problems that had sunk numerous oth-
er amphibians: the designers simply could not comply with the conflicting safety 
regulations that govern the design of boats and cars. Pity!  
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Pedr Davis is driving the Amphicar in Sydney Harbour in 1964. This 
is not the car that sank  
 

In 1966, Volkswagen Australia set out to build an amphibious all-purpose vehicle 
based on the Beetle platform. They called it  the Country Buggy and gave a handful 
of motoring journalists a trial run, or rather float, on Hume Weir, near the NSW/
Victoria border.  
 
Several of us piled into a prototype that was propelled (slowly) by the rotation of 
its rear wheels and steered (vaguely) by swivelling the front wheels at an angle. It 
was hardly a fun machine but the VW people stressed how handy it would be, for 
example, during a major flood. About twelve months later VWA invited me to test 
a production version of the yet-to-be-released Country Buggy. I contacted Bob Nel-
son, editor of Pix magazine, who commissioned a feature article.  
 
Believing the newcomer to be amphibious - no-one had told me otherwise - I took 
it to the local boat ramp at Sydney’s suburban Connell’s Point along with two at-
tractive models, provided courtesy of Pix magazine. After driving down the ramp 
into the Georges River, I was amazed to hear gurgling sounds as water flooded into 
the car. We aborted the ‘test’, threw out a line to a vehicle and quickly towed the 
Country Buggy back up the ramp.  
 
When I remonstrated with VW’s Melbourne PR chief, she told me the company 
had decided against making the Country Buggy amphibious for legal reasons. ‘We 
will sell it only as a conventional light carry-all’, she said. Somehow, her depart-
ment had neglected to tell any of the journalists who had sampled its amphibious 
namesake on Hume Weir. 
 
The Country Buggy went into production but sales were abysmal and another am-
phibian - or rather non-amphibian - sank without trace.  
 
P.S. there was, of course, and Amphibious car version of the Beetle used in WW11 
called the  “Schwimwagen”….. From Graham Sims 
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Computer-generated images of the Strike Trike.  
For those who feel three wheels are better than four comes the ulti-
mate city runabout.  
Three-wheelers have never generated much enthusiasm from car buyers 
(think Reliant Robin and Peel P50) but an Australian design firm is looking 
to change all that. 
Design+Industry has developed a series of computer-generated models of a 
locally engineered three-wheeler designed to combine the rush of motorcy-
cling with the comfort of a car. 
The two-seater, developed by Strike Motors Australia, is powered by a Su-
zuki Hayabusa 1340cc motorbike engine, matched to a six-speed sequential 
gearbox. Power output is close to 150kW, similar to a Volkswagen Golf GTI. 
Advertisement: Story continues below  
Its makers claim the lightweight Strike Trike can accelerate from zero to 
100km/h in a supercar-rivalling 3.5 seconds. 
The designers were given the brief of developing a commercially manufac-
turable vehicle with an eye-catching, sporty exterior and comfortable, user-
friendly interior. 
They also incorporated a targa-style roof mechanism for letting the sun in 
during warmer months. 
The design complies with Australian Design Rules and Strike Motors Aus-
tralia owner Kai Valerio says the company is hoping to begin production 
next year. 
No pricing or other specifications are available at this stage. 
 

TThree wheeled runabout: The Strike Trike 
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CContinuing Foxy workhorse from page13 of the Summer Magazine   
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By Brian Culpan  
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Charles S sent us this photo page he 
found  in an old UK magazine,  and  
thought it would be of interest.  
Can anyone out there tell where and 
when the photo was taken?  
Send your answers on the back of a 
$20 note to ensure you get mentioned 
as giving the correct answer! 
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A sign I once saw  in a collectors shed read ‘He Who Dies With 
The Most Toys’ WINS. How many toys have you got? 

Nostalgia Corner & Cartoons   

For heaven sake,  Hurry up and overtake me! 
You're making me nervous!!! 
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Late in November 1960 I was a poor Articled Clerk, broke and hardworking and 
because of my occupation, car-less.  I had even sold my little hill climb car because 
I could not afford to keep it going.  I didn’t have a girlfriend – she had eloped earlier 
in the year with a car salesman.  I used my Dad’s Hillman when I really needed 
some transport but with friends in the Car Club and tuning two competition cars at 
the time, I never missed a race meeting in NSW or Qld and there was rarely a free 
Sunday when we weren’t involved in a Hillclimb or Sprint Meeting somewhere 
around Sydney or Newcastle. 
 

I forget how it happened but one evening on the way home from work, I learned that 
York Motors had imported a Sport Prinz – the only one in the country then.  I had 
only ever seen one in a magazine report on a European Motor Show.  At that time 
the NSU Prinz sedan was a best seller here as an economy car, priced at about 750 
pounds.  It was a regular class winner in the Armstrong 500 and there were two 
NSUs rewriting the 750cc Sedan class record books in NSW Hillclimbs and Sprints. 
 

The Prinz sedan had a little stumpy, boxy body – not very attractive – with a 2 cyl-
inder 583cc motor developing 30bhp.  The secret in the performance was the weight 
– 10 cwt (500kgs).  The Sport Prinz on the other hand was a the most beautiful little 
sports coupe you ever did see.  It was a Carrozzeria Bertone creation put together at 
the Bertone factory in Milan, NSU having shipped the engine/drive unit and suspen-
sion bits from Neckarsulm near Stuttgart.  The body was of monocoque construction 
so that everything bolted on, and the half finished cars were then shipped back to 
Germany for painting, interior trim and finishing off.  They were very much a little 
Porsche 356 although the body lines were much sharper than the 356’s rounded pan-
els. 
Anyway, I found out that Alton Boddenberg was interested in the car.  Now this 
family did have money – Advanx Tyre Service and the local Peugeot dealer.  I got 
home, grabbed Dad’s car and tore back into Gosford to see him.  Alton was a hoon, 
couldn’t drive anywhere under 100mph and his cars had to develop double the pow-
er that they came out of the factory with.  He would not be happy with a little half  
litre motor car no matter how good it looked.  And the trip was worth it – Alton was 
interested in the car but the small motor worried him and if I was interested not only 
could I have first option but he would trailer it up from Sydney the following morn-
ing because a number of people were trying to prise it out of York Motors ahead of 
him.  They could easily sell it if I didn’t buy it and it would look great on the show-
room floor for a few weeks. 
And so the following afternoon, standing in pride of place in Advanx Tyre Service 
window for all to see was this beautiful little cream sports coupe. I called in on my 
way home and had to push my way through the crowd just to get a look at MY car!  
 

MEMBER’S MOTORING MOMENTS  
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And Alton had even better news – it was fitted with the factory competition motor 
which developed 41.5bhp – that’s around 80bhp/litre – almost Grand Prix stuff in 
those days.  That was a Wednesday afternoon and Boddenbergs said I could have a 
week or so to make up my mind and find the money – 1,275 pounds – almost twice 
the price of the sedan.  Despite my penury I drove MY car out of that showroom at 
5.30pm on Friday evening – 2 days later. 
 
And what a car!  All alloy motor transmission unit, overhead camshaft driven by 
two pushrods mounted on eccentric lobes and when run in would spin out to 
8,500rpm!  I don’t think I have driven any car as consistently fast and hard.  There 
was only one minor problem though – the sports car brigade in the Car Club used to 
stand beside their Healeys, TRs and MGAs and have a snigger at the 2 tiny cylin-
ders. 
 
One Sunday evening, coming home from a Warwick Farm meeting, my new friend 
and I were ambling along the highway near Mt White, north of Hawkesbury and 
approaching the dual roads – a 2 mile passing section.  I saw headlights coming up 
quickly and knew these as a friend in his TR3A who had been with us at The Farm 
that day.  The Devil got into me again that night and I took off.  About halfway 
along the passing section there was a sweeping bend and a long hill and the TR 
passed us as we crested but I tucked in behind him because I just knew when he got 
to the tight right-hander coming off the dual roads, he could not out-corner the 
NSU.  And so be it!   
 
He left his braking late, I left mine later and then pulled out, stuck my right foot 
down the throat and we swooped past on the inside – mind you, the NSU was 45 
degrees onto the required direction because of the inbuilt oversteer, but Colin got 
such a fright to have this little thing drive under him, by the time we got to the next 
bend I had 20 yards or so on him.  And so we raced – across the top of Mooney 
Mooney, down the long snaky drop to Mooney Creek, across the bridge and up 
through the bends back to the top on the other side.  I knew I had to have 50 yards 
on him approaching the top on the northern side because there was a half mile pass-
ing lane and I had to hold him through that.  But there were some very tight bends 
going up and with power on hard, the little NSU was gaining more distance every 
bend we took.  He got close to us in the passing lane but we held him off and it was 
only when we got to the long straight past the Boys Home at Kariong that the TR 
was able to gather up its skirts and use its power to get past.  We stopped in Gosford 
and he was dumbfounded.  From then on he would genuinely reflect every time I 
went past but the best part was that the rest of the sports car gang stopped their snig-
gering.  They would even come over and gaze in awe at this little gem of an engine 
under the rear cowl.                     
 
Peter Daley 
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Unfortunately these vintage 
brochures ( supplied by John 
Fryirs of Moss vale) did not re-
produce as well as we would 
have liked. A phone call to me 
( John on 029484866) or Fred 
on 45650219 will get you the 
detail you might not be able to 
read).  

More from the Goggomobil archives 
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This article from the magazine  'Rearview Mirror' describes ( in German ) the 'Sgt 
Wilson's Army Show ( predominantly food and US cars) held in the Baroque Gar-
dens of a castle in the town of Schwetzingen near Stuttgart. The blue car is a rare 
Frisky Sports which first appeared  at the 1957 Geneva Motor show, and which 
was awarded a prize for 'best hobby restoration'. Other photos are of a Dodge Chal-
lenger, Adler Triumph Junior Sports, Goliath 60 J 50, Maserati 250 S and 1902 
Oldsmobile. In 1959, the Adelaide Lightburn Company produced a variation, the 
Zeta Sports featuring the FMR motor as fitted to the Messerschmitt Tiger. It is 
thought that there are fewer than 100 surviving Frisky's and Zeta's worldwide. Our 
Fred Diwell is the proud owner of the largely original red Zeta sports currently on 
display at the Illawarra Motorlife Museum, Darkes road, Kembla Grange, 2530. 
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Messerschmitt Nostalgia Poster  
by Alan Town (UK) 
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Tony Davis is at it again making a 
fortune out of ‘Lemon’ cars! this is 
his third book titled (this time) Total 
Lemons one hundred and eleven he-
roic failures of motoring ABC 
books $19.99. 
No point doing a review of it, he’s  
poking fun at all and sundry, includ-
ing his favourite, the Zeta…… 
imagination required  
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G’Day mate!!! 
  
Haven’t forgotten you (or your Tiger!!!!).  Bruce and I have been beavering 
away on our latest Mess, while a Heinkel is in for re-spraying.  Trouble is, 
we managed to buy (at huge expense) a piece of the original tartan used for 
the Heinkel seats, so we’re very constrained in car colour choice.  The tartan 
was available in blue or red.  I chose the blue, but don’t really want the car 
blue, as we already have a blue Mess, and I like the idea of all our cars being 
different.  I’m leaning towards a sort of beige/cream, but it’ll be a hell of a 
job convincing Bruce, as he seems fixed on the idea of the car toning in with 
the blue of the tartan. 
  
I took the Isetta and Goggo coupe out for a spin yesterday to impress the hol-
idaymakers (we live in a seaside tourist town).  Needless to say, I caused 
traffic jams as everyone wanted me to stop and be photographed.  That’s 
what I love about Micro’s – they make people laugh. 
  
So, to prove I DO work on the cars, herewith a pic of me helping to bolt on 
the mudguards. 
  
Hope life is treating you well. 
  
Fondly 
Pat  
(your ex-
fiancee) 
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For the first time ever in Sydney you can experience the largest gathering of original and 
custom classic and vintage scooters from the past 40+ years in Australia. 

This exciting event runs across the first long weekend in spring; where you can im-
merse yourself in the classic scooterists way of life, from all the well known traditional 
aspects to some interesting modern interpretations of the re-emerging scene here and 
around the globe.  

Four-Day Full Access Rally Tickets  $49.00

 
Access to ride in all 3 rides 

Access to enter classic scooter into show and shine competition 

Eligible for a show and shine categories prize 

Access to expo day 

Access to all 4 gig nights 

Rally pack containing maps and event information 

Sponsor merchandise 

ACSR gift 

Membership to ACSR attendees club 

More details go to www.classicscooterrally.com.au or contact Andy Jackson at 
ozlambretta@gmail.com  
 
James Grygiel also asked could we let club members know about the Scooter 
Mille (1000km scooter “ride” over two days) that’s happening just before the 
national classic scooter rally. For more info check out the website 
www.scootermille.weebly.com/  

Four Day full access rally packs will be available for pick up on Friday 4 October at the meet 
and greet drinks. ID required for collection. It includes: 

ABOUT THE RALLY 

Live music gigs from local and national 
headline acts 

Group rides around the most scenic 
locations Sydney has to offer 

Fashion shows featuring some of your 
favourite brands 

Show and shine competition  

Alternative markets   

Rare parts and vinyl exchange 

Dyno machine shoot out 

Expo stalls 

Art installations 

Food and wine fair 
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‘Microcar and Scooter Club Inc’ No 987 6195. 
 

 Web site, drive.to/mcsc email microcar@drive.to 
 

Correspondence C/o  MCSC. Post Office Box 42, Berowra, NSW, 2081. 
 

President:        John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666, <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au> 
Secretary:                    Douglas Kennedy, ph 02 9456 2833, <douglaskennedy@optusnet.com.au>  
Treasurer:     Allen Wall, 02 9707 2296 or 0417 267 173, <alscooters@bigpond.com> 
Editors:                       Fred, John, Allen, Julie, and Graham Sims as proof reader 
Mag Publishing/          ph/fax 02 4565 0219, e-mail  <microcarscooter@skymesh.com.au> 
Distribution:                John Renshaw with assistance from Douglas Kennedy and Allen Wall 
Events Co-ordinator:   Scott Stevenson with a request for assistance  
Events:                     Allen Wall, along with committee collaboration. 
Research officer:       Douglas Kennedy, contact as above. 
Spare parts adviser:     Fred Diwell, contact as above. 
Club plate register  
 & inspector:     Keith Wall, and movement day book Ph 02 9790 3803 or 02 9707 2296 
CMC delegates:      Allen Wall, Peter Luks Mark Robinson. 
Public officer:      Allen Wall.  

The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars 
and Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the 
Greyhound Club, Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month starting around 
7.45 p.m. We hold rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate with 
similar clubs here and overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from 
our state delegates or web site: 
 

Victoria:  Paul Lucas at Mornington,  03 5975 7203. 
Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove  07 3356 5828. 
Tasmania:  John Barrass at Newstead  03 6333 0544. 
Western Australia Zig Pasnicki has put his hand up            08 9397 6315. 
South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview  08 8262 3033. 
Queensland  Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist)  0438 883 201.   

 Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two 
stroke club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Microcar Club of New Zealand, Siva in 
Perth WA, Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.  
 

The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, Septem-
ber, and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 20th of the month 
prior to publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine 
out on time. Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at modest cost. 
 

Membership joining and renewals can now be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB 
633000.East Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the com-
ments section so we know who its from.  
 

During correlation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the 
editor makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and 
accepts no liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it.  
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates 
and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2013 MCSC. 


